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Start from world A (think “IDEAL”)

Repeat (for any poly number of times):

For some X,Y such that Y is as secure as X, 
substitute an X-session by a Y-session

Say we obtain world B (think “REAL”)

UC Theorem: Then world B is as secure as world A

Gives a modular implementation of the IDEAL world
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in the SIM-security definition

Even when considering only one component, other components 
could be present in the environment

Considering an arbitrary environment is anyway necessary for 
the security guarantee to be useful

But by itself may not imply universal composition: e.g. with 
PPT REAL world, unbounded IDEAL (simulator or functionality)

Also, UC by itself does not imply a meaningful security (nor 
require an environment)

e.g. Define security of composed system as security of 
each individual component; Or, define everything secure.
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Now use “PG is as secure as 
F” guarantee to get the 
IDEAL world (with a new 
adversary)

When concurrent sessions 
(instead of a single 
subroutine) need to be 
slightly more careful
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XOR evaluations done locally: if z=x+y e.g. z(i)=x(i)+y(i)

For AND: need z(1) + z(2) +...+ z(m) = [x(1)+...+x(m)] [y(1)+...+y(m)] (and 
z(i) random otherwise)

For every pair of parties i,j, need to re-share x(i)y(j)+x(j)y(i)

Done using OT (Party i prepares 4 values indexed by x(j)y(j))
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Only party i gets the random string, but can later prove 
statements involving that string to the others

All parties commit strings rj (using CaP); then all except party 
i open (publicly); let their xor be s;  define r = s+ri

Party i can later prove R(r) using Rs(ri) := R(ri⊕s)
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protocol P* with security against active corruption:

Input commitment and random-tape generation phase:       
coin-tossing into the well using CaP, but also commit to input xi 
along with r’s

Execution phase: Run protocol P using random-tape generated 
in the first phase. Followup each protocol message with a proof 
(using CaP) that the message was produced by the protocol

A statement about the messages so far (publicly known) and 
randomness and input (committed using CaP)
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Today

Universal Composition

SIM security definition gives universal composition

SIM-secure MPC

Impossible in the plain model

Possible with various modified SIM-security definitions (still UC)

e.g.: GMW-style (first for passive corruption, and use CaP to 
transform it for active corruption); uses CaP
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